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 THE NEW ZEALAND ROLLS-ROYCE & BENTLEY CLUB (INC)  

The Bentley badge and Bentley name are registered trademarks of 
Bentley Motors Limited.

The Rolls-Royce badge and Rolls-Royce name are registered 
trademarks of Rolls-Royce plc. 

                                          Membership                                     

MEMBERSHIP of the New Zealand Rolls-Royce & Bentley Club, Inc is open anyone with an interest in these two 
distinguished marques, whether or not they are the owner of a Rolls-Royce or Bentley motorcar. Your Membership 
SUBSCRIPTION includes the Club Magazine (6 issues annually), the right to attend all Club events and activities, and 
the right to partake in all aspects of Club management.

FEES:	 Registration Fee        $  10.00  (once only)
																		Membership Fee        $115.00  (annual, reduced to $100 if paid within 28 days of invoice)       
                  Family membership                  $    5.00  (annual)

CONTACT  Membership Registrar NZ Rolls-Royce & Bentley Club, Inc
 Rob Carthew 85A Wharewaka Road Taupo
 Phone: (07) 377 4117 Email: watcher@pl.net	or  www.nzrrbc.co.nz , 
  
                                                                            then APPLICATION	FORM

                               Membership Changes

                                       Club Shop

 BOOKS
From the Shadow’s Corner by Cal West, Product Support Manager, Rolls-Royce Motors Inc, USA. A compilation of 
technical articles, specific to the Silver Shadow and its derivatives, reprinted from The Flying Lady.  We will include 
with this a set of reprints from Know Your Silver Shadow featured in the Club magazine in recent years. $80 per copy 
including P & P. 
Silver Cloud/S Series Reprints 1955-1966: A compilation of technical articles from The Flying Lady specific to the 
Silver Cloud and S Series. $20 per copy including P & P. 
 CHASSIS	RECORDS
The Company’s Construction Records, which accompanied every Rolls-Royce and Bentley (since 1931) chassis 
throughout its production at Derby or Crewe are a valuable resource for subsequent owners. They show details of the 
original order, any special equipment supplied, and the results of tests and inspections carried out prior to dispatch. 
The records for all cars over 10 years old are held by the RREC in the UK, and copies are available to members of 
that Club at a price which has to reflect not only the cost of photocopying and postage but also the cost of maintaining 
a valuable archive resource and employing a full-time archivist. The number of A4 pages for early cars may vary 
from two or three up to 20 or more, depending upon how much work and subsequent servicing was carried out by the 
Company and its agents. Records for a Silver Shadow can amount to 50 or more pages and are likely to cost around 
$NZ150 but will be a worthwhile addition to any owner’s library.  For details of how to obtain a copy of your car’s 
records, contact the Club’s Post WW2 Technical Liaison Officer, Roy Tilley, on 04 566 0850  e-mail rmt@xtra.co.nz
 ADVERTISING	–	pages	20	to	24
Classified advertisements (colour or monochrome) pertaining to Rolls-Royce and Bentley matters are free to Financial 
Members who do not deal regularly in Rolls-Royce or Bentley cars or services.  All classified advertisements must 
be submitted in writing to the Editor, Tom King, Phone 03 339 8309, e-mail the.king@xtra.co.nz 191 Sparks Road, 
Christchurch 8025. The publication of commercial advertisements will be the subject of a charge to the advertiser.  
Colour advertisements are charged at $220 per half page and $300 for full page, payable to the NZRR&BC Inc. 

	NZRR&BC	MAGAZINE
NATIONAL	EXECUTIVE:
CHAIRMAN	Michael	Midgley
RD	1,	Culverden,	Nth	Canterbury	7391
Phone	03	315	6445	or	Mobile	0274	148	145
Email	midgleym@xtra.co.nz 
IMMEDIATE	PAST	CHAIRMAN	Richard	Hadfield
242	Sunnyside	Road,	R.D.3	Albany	0793.	
Phone:	09	448	2248
Email	oldie@ihug.co.nz
SECRETARY	Geoff	Walls
4/3	Karitane	Drive,	Cashmere,	Christchurch
Phone	03	332	6387	or	Mobile	021	786	652	
Email	geoff@wallsnz.net	
TREASURER	Philip	Eilenberg
3B	21	George	Street,	Parnell,	Auckland
Phone:	09	374	5901	or	Mobile	021	928	041
Email	peilenbergnz@gmail.com	
MEMBERSHIP	REGISTRAR	Rob	Carthew
85A	Wharewaka	Road,	Taupo
Phone	07	377	4117
Email	watcher@pl.net
TECHNICAL	LIAISON	OFFICER		Post	WW2	Roy	Tilley
204a	Waiwhetu	Road,	Lower	Hutt
Phone	04	566	0850	Fax	04	586	2937	Email	rmt@xtra.co.nz
TECHNICAL	LIAISON	OFFICER	Pre	WW2	Eddie	Riddle
27	Edith	Street,	Fairfield,	Dunedin
Phone	03	488	1121	Email	edjoyr@xtra.co.nz 
MAGAZINE	EDITOR	Tom	King
191	Sparks	Road,	Christchurch	8025.	
Phone	03	339-8309	or	Mobile	0275	880	767	
Email	the.king@xtra.co.nz
WEB	MASTER	Rod	Newport
2/4	Bay	Road,	St	Heliers,	Auckland	1071
Phone	09	575	1254	or	Mobile	0274	887	117
Email	newportdesign@xtra.co.nz
NATIONAL	EVENTS	CO-ORDINATOR	George	Urquhart
9	Four	Trees,	Howick,	Auckland	2014
Phone	09	534	1237	or	Mobile	0275	341	237
Email	shorus@xtra.co.nz 

NORTHERN	REGION	
CHAIRMAN	Rod	Newport
2/4	Bay		Road,	St	Heliers,	Auckland	1071
Phone	09	575	1254	or	Mobile	0274	887	117
Email	newportdesign@xtra.co.nz
SECRETARY	David	Fox
2/10	Royal	Viking	Way,	Auckland	1042
Phone	09	626	4996	or	Mobile	021	367	683
Email	david_a_fox@hotmail.com	
CENTRAL	REGION
CHAIRMAN	Roy	Tilley
204a	Waiwhetu	Road,	Lower	Hutt
Phone	04	566	0850
Email	rmt@xtra.co.nz 
SECRETARY	Martin	Taylor
24	Rangiora	Avenue,	Kaiwharawhara,	Wellington
Phone	04	470-7666
Email	Porsche@globe.net.nz
SOUTHERN	REGION
CHAIRMAN	Michael	Midgley
RD	1,	Culverden,	Nth	Canterbury	7391
Phone	03	315-6445	or	Mobile	0274	148	145
Email	midgleym@xtra.co.nz
SECRETARY	Tom	King
191	Sparks	Road,	Christchurch	8025,	New	Zealand.	
Phone	03	339-8309	or	Mobile	0275	880	767	
Email	the.king@xtra.co.nz

(Front Cover) The Springfield Silver Ghost S206ML of Steve and Susan Littin, who will be touring with it in November and March.   
They purchased it from its second owner with an odometer reading of 23,000mi. Photographed by Susan at an hotel in Canada.

We extend a warm welcome to the following new members:

Ron Hasell, 27 Showgate Avenue, Christchurch 8042. Ph (03) 9421105 .
1967 Bentley T1 Saloon, Registration JP2686, Chassis SBH2686 

Dave and Trish Malanaphy, 9326 SH 26, RD1, Thames 3578. Ph (07) 
8681360
1954 Rolls-Royce Silver Dawn, Registration RR54, Chassis 
7A8F80A0797934553

Change of Address: 
Rod and Doris Newport, 2/4 Bay Road, St Heliers, Auckland 1071
Ph (09) 5751254

       CLOSING DATE FOR NEXT MAGAZINE:  Deadline for receipt of all material Issue 10-4 22 July 2010
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Mainland Comment
In a recent sermon The Reverend Lynda Patterson, Theologian in 
Residence at ChristChurch Cathedral, told of her time as a lay 
chaplain at Oxford during her studies, and that her next door 
neighbour was the professional atheist Richard Dawkins, with 
whom she exchanged very guarded nods.  At end-of-term she and 
her colleagues gathered at Lynda’s digs for drinks, during which 
time Dawkins ensured that Verdi’s “Aida” was played very loudly.  
Once the vocal chords of the Divinity students had been lubricated 
they responded by very keen hymn singing in 
Dawkins’s direction.
  Your editor was reminded by this of the 
automotive atheist, Maurice C. Hendry, and 
his frequently expressed view (foam-flecked 
lips optional) that the products of Rolls-Royce 
Limited were not worth finding a candle to hold 
in the general direction of the American car 
manufacturers, Cadillac in particular.  It was 
therefore of great interest to read in Beaded 
Wheels Issue 303, April/May 2010 of the 
efforts to get John Boyes’s 1931 Cadillac V12 
Phaeton to run satisfactorily.  Complex flaws 
in the 45 degree format of the Cadillac engine, 
the consequent irregular firing intervals, and 
the limitations of siamesed port design were 
eventually solved by specialists in Christchurch 
who adopted electronic ignition and fuel 
injection.  Only a churl would mention the 
Cadillac’s resultant eligibility and status as a 
“Special” according to the Vintage Car Club of 
New Zealand’s regulations, and the car certainly 
looked and sounded superb as it competed in 
the VCC National Rally at Easter. 
  The accompanying photograph shows 
Southern Region members George Calder, 
Ramon Farmer and Geoff Walls in George’s 1924 Vauxhall 23/60 
“Kington” tourer after a day of enjoyment in perfect weather on 
the pleasant roads around Christchurch on Easter Saturday.  Many 
of us have other automotive interests apart from Rolls-Royce and 
Bentley, and the joining with like-minded enthusiasts of other 
clubs at their and our events is surely a good idea.
   The Vintage Car Club of New Zealand has held very successful 
international events over the last 45 years, and our member Ed 
Boyd is the Publicity Officer for the 2012 event, to be held in 
either Wanganui or Whanganui.  This promises to be a great event, 
and we will be arranging a get-together during the rally for all of 
us who attend. Our National Events Co-ordinator George Urquhart 
is already at work on a programme for the One Make Day, which 

will take place on Monday 23 January 2012.  The Rally web site 
is http://vccrally2012.co.nz/
  Do you remember the late Charles M. Schultz’s cartoon with 
Charlie Brown and the rest of the “Peanuts” characters lying on 
their backs observing a summer sky?  Lucy asks her brother Linus 
what he sees in the clouds, and Linus replies that one looks like 
a map of British Honduras, another reminds him of a bust of the 
sculptor Thomas Eakins, while there is suggested the stoning of 

Stephen, with the Apostle Paul standing off to one side.  Lucy says 
that is very interesting, and asks Charlie Brown what he sees, to 
which our hero replies that he was going to say he saw a ducky 
and a horsy, but had changed his mind.  Your editor was reminded 
of this by an authoritative article Barrie Gillings has written in the 
Rolls-Royce Owners’ Club of America’s The Flying Lady 10-3 
in response to the article John Stewart wrote in our 10-1 about 
his experiences when The Silver Ghost visited Auckland in 1991.  
With Barrie’s permission, and that of the editor of The Flying 
Lady, Sabu Advani, the article and 1957 and 1991 photographs 
appear here on page 6.
   Barrie is among the Silver Ghost owners who are visiting our 
country late this year and early next year, and has commented how 
much he enjoys driving here amidst our glorious scenery.  We 

must be well aware that we could be subjected to 
a legislative stroke of a pen, and it behoves us to 
behave as if we were being watched at all times; 
never participate in what could be interpreted as 
a queue of cars holding up traffic, be ready to pull 
over to let others past, and just be as courteous as 
a chap could ever be…   
   This cartoon may amuse, as a modern 
interpretation of the “May I borrow a cup of 
sugar?” routine. On page 25 of Bentley No.33 
Spring 2010, which arrives courtesy of Bruce 
McIlroy Ltd, an international industrialist named 
Jorn Winkler is quoted as saying “If you take 
electric cars at the moment; because they’re 
produced overseas, the small electric car that’s 
plugged in, in London, pollutes the same as 770 
Bentleys.”  Your editor is attempting to obtain 
verification for this interesting statistic, to add to 
the stock of Information Which One Day May 
Prove Useful.
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The Omaka Air Show at Blenheim at Easter, 22 to 25 April next year is the highlight 
of our 2011	National	Rally and there has been a great response to the advance notice.  
Many thanks to those who replied so promptly.  This promises to be a most interesting 
weekend, with a theme of the Rolls-Royce aeroplane engine contribution, along with 
our National Concours d’Etat, dinner celebration, and road section. 
Alastair Scott is now the accommodation co-ordinator for the event and unless you 
are prepared to sleep on the streets e-mail or phone him right away (except if you 
have already been in touch with Michael Midgley). ajgscott@ihug.co.nz  phone 03 
343 5153 or 0274 360 552

                                   

Northern	Region

Club Calendar

David Thomson’s photograph of 101RY, his father Scott’s Phantom II Continental H.J. Mulliner Touring Limousine, at Mt Cook during 
our first weekend there in 2006.  Do come and join us this year.

Although Labour	Weekend 23	to	25	October seems a long way off, those 
intending coming really need to be booking accommodation now.  Other 
events on that weekend in Gisborne that we are aware of so far are the Wine 
& Food festival, a school reunion and the Fieldair reunion (but a bonus 
as there will be five Beavers, five Tiger Moths, a Fletcher, a Cessna 18, a 
Cessna 185, a DC 3 and other aircraft at the Gisborne reunion) Contact 
Dick and Naomi Neill at Box 616 Gisborne Phone (06) 869 0106 e-mail 
diknomi9@gmail.com for full details of accommodation options.

Mid-June	(date to be confirmed) Garage Raid
Sunday	18	July: Mid-Winter Luncheon and Run

National	Rally

International	Events
Silver	Ghost	Association	Tour:	North	Island	3	to	21	November	2010,	South	
Island	3	to	21	March	2011: We are working with the organisers of this Tour, Susan and Steve Littin and look forward to seeing these 
20 cars and their minders.  They will come from Australia, New Zealand, U.S.A., Britain and Europe.
The	Vintage	Car	Club	of	New	Zealand	Vero	Rally,	Wanganui	16	to	27	January	2012:  Many of our members enjoy competing 
in these events, and for those who do not belong to the VCC, or cannot spend the entire time on the Rally, our Events Co-ordinator, 
George Urquhart, has arranged that we can compete in the One-Make Day which is scheduled for Monday 23 January 2012.  
Accommodation is going to become difficult, so it is not too early to delve into your Jasons Guide and secure your rooms.

Full details are also contained on our Web Site  www.nzrrbc.co.nz 
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Central	Region:

The Mackenzie Country, seen from the Hakataramea Pass area, where the Southern Region will be travelling at Labour Weekend 

Friday	18	June Winter Solstice Dinner at the Wellington Club, 88 The Terrace, followed by an exposé of the Snellings’ voyages 
through the French canals last year. If you wish to attend, ($65 a head) but haven’t already received a booking form, ring Martin 
Taylor on (04) 470 7666 and send him a cheque accordingly. 
Thursday	19	August An Evening at the Opera, (but no Phantom available unfortunately) Die Fledermaus. Let Roy Tilley, (04) 566 
0850, know if you wish to be part of a bulk booking.
Sunday	19	September Visit to Stonehenge Aotearoa, followed by lunch at the Gladstone Hotel.
Labour	Weekend	22	to	25	October We will be joining in the Eastland Escape, a tour organised by Dick and Naomi Neill and the rest 
of the Northern Region. 
Saturday	20	November Meet the visiting members of the Silver Ghost Association at Southwards for lunch and socialising. About 15 
Silver Ghosts are expected.
Saturday	4	December Central Region AGM. Venue details later.

Early	November: (Date to be confirmed) Vellenoweth Green
Sunday	14	November: Evening on the Town at the Hilton Hotel, 
Princes Wharf

Southern	Region:
Sunday	20	June:	Technical	Forum: 10:30 at 180 Fendalton Road, with a break for lunch at Tai Tapu Hotel, Old Tai Tapu Road,  and 
whatever else transpires.  Your editor holds some of the Club Library and other clubs’ publications, and will have a selection on hand 
for loan, which is after all the purpose of a library.  Why not bring along a selection of your books too?  This is our chance to ask 
questions of Bruce McIlroy and other experts.  Questions can be submitted, anonymously if preferred, to Michael Midgley.
Saturday	10	to	Monday	12	July: The	Mt	Cook	Weekend, co-organised with The Rolls-Royce & Bentley Touring Club (Inc).  
Bruce McIlroy has arranged a rate with The Hermitage of $333 a double room, $216 a single room per night Dinner, Bed and 
Breakfast, including GST.  We plan a visit to the noted artist John Badcock’s studio in Geraldine on the way south.  Monday 12 July is 
the 100th anniversary of The Honourable C.S. Rolls’s death, and the theatre at The Hermitage is available in case we are able to have a 
film available.
Saturday	14	Sunday	15	August:	Classic	(Ugh! Ed) Car	Show	at Pioneer Sports Stadium.  Anthony Dacre has been approached 
for us to arrange a display, and we have tentatively arranged for Anthony’s S1 and John Ferguson’s Phantom III, to represent our 
marques.
Labour	Weekend	23/24/25	October is the time for a Touring Event, taking in Fleur’s Place: some of the geological features which 
Ramon had defined, but which we didn’t visit last Show Weekend because of time constraints; the Hakataramea area, Mackenzie Pass, 
and Lake Ohau Lodge.  We have invited members of the Rolls-Royce & Bentley Touring Club to join us on this run.
Canterbury	Show	Weekend	from	Friday	12	November.  We are negotiating with the organisers of the aviation commemoration 
weekend which is being organised at Haast at that time.  Watch this space for further details.    

Northern	Region	(Cont)
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The author has a remarkable facility for 
applying his own mind and thinking things 
through, even when confronted with the 
accepted wisdom of eons of Rolls-Royce 
literature. Just think of his contrarian—and 
plausible—analysis of the famous Lawrence 
of Arabia photo (FL05-3). And who hasn’t read 
the story of AX201’s involuntary stop on the in/
famous London–Glasgow trip? A fuel tap had 
shaken itself into the off position and cut off 
fuel flow. Book upon book upon book says so. 
Everybody knows that. Elementary, my dear 
Watson. But wait, Professor (he is, you know) 
Gillings has a better theory!

In its 10-1 issue the Australian Club’s magazine 
Praeclarum (p. 59–7) reprinted a report from 
the New Zealand Rolls-Royce and Bentley 
Club’s magazine (no. 10-1) of a strange event 
during the 1991 New Zealand visit of Silver 
Ghost AX201. It involved a thrown bucket of 
manure! A few weeks before that incident, 
AX201 had visited Australia and, while in NSW at the Darling 
Harbour 1991 International Motor Show, a similar strange 
event occurred: for a short period, AX201 “failed to proceed,” as 
Barrie explains below.

A Brief History of AX201
The first Rolls-Royce cars were made under an agreement, dated 
December 23, 1904, between Royce Ltd. and C.S. Rolls & Co. 
Royce Ltd. made the cars, of 10, 15, 20 and 30 horsepower, and 
C.S. Rolls & Co. sold them. They were an instant success, and on 
March 16, 1906, the company Rolls-Royce Ltd. was formed, with 
directors F.H. Royce, C.S. Rolls, C. Johnson and A.H. Briggs.  
Shortly afterwards, with demand for Rolls-Royce cars exceeding 
supply, the company decided on a policy of one model, the six-
cylinder 40/50 hp.

Newer members may not be fully aware of the 
significance of “AX201”. It has been the registration number, for 
more than 100 years, of the best-known, and certainly the most 
valuable Rolls-Royce in the world. In 2004 its insurance binder 
listed $40 million! AX201 is presently owned by Volkswagen, 
who manufacture the Bentley car but who have kindly allowed 

Recollections From an Old Owner of a 100-Year-Old Silver Ghost
Reprinted from The Flying Lady 10-3 with the permission of the Editor, Sabu Advani, and the Author, 

Barrie Gillings (NSW)

PICTURE 2  
The historic gathering outside the Cat and Fiddle Inn in Derbyshire on June 21, 1907, on the first day of the non-stop run from London to Glasgow. 

Claude Johnson is driving AX201 (60551), Charles Rolls AX205 (60539), and Harry Swindley AX192 (60540). NMR8 was “on test” with RR staff.  From: 

Celebrating the 100th Year Anniversary of Rolls-Royce Motor Cars

PICTURE 1  
The cast metal plaque Claude Johnson fitted to AX201’s firewall. Strictly speaking, the name 

applies to AX201 only, but has since been used on all side-valve 40/50 hp. chassis.

the Sir Henry Royce Foundation in the UK to manage and display 
it. The car is the original ‘Silver Ghost’ and is the vehicle that is 
rightly held to be the basis for the reputation of the Rolls-Royce 
as “the best car in the world”. Its chassis number is 60551 (551 for 
short), the “6” indicating the number of cylinders but it was not the 
first of the new-model, six-cylinder 40/50 hp cars made. That was 
60539, constructed at first as a chassis only, with a body but no 
engine, for display at the Olympia Motor Show in November 1906 
and was one of the 10 (some say 11) chassis built before 60551. 
The first one of these to come off test (on November 12, 1906) was 
60542. 
 60551, now usually called 551, was off-test on April 14, 
1907 and assigned the registration number AX201. It was selected 
by Claude Johnson, the firm’s organizing and advertising genius, 
for special treatment. He had it painted silver, with silver-plated 
fittings, and attached a cast nameplate “the silver ghost”, to the 
firewall 1. This stunning-looking Barker-bodied tourer made the 
name “Rolls-Royce” famous by its performance in numerous 
trials. The most memorable of them was the winning, in 1907, 
of the Dewar Trophy for being driven a record-breaking 14,392 
miles without an involuntary stop, under the observation of 
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PICTURE 3 
The Friday 13th September 1957 recreation of the Cat and Fiddle line-up. The cars 
are (l–r) AX201 Barker tourer, the RR chauffeur, bare-headed, James Radley and 
Adrian Belsey (Chairman of the 20-Ghost Club) standing; 60588 Gladiator tourer, 

Adrian Garrett, Barrie Gillings (black duffle coat and beret), Adrian’s passenger; 60577 
Maudsley shooting brake, James Smith;  1278 Barclay tourer, Jack Barclay and 

passenger. RREC Xmas Card

PICTURE 4  
This previously unpublished photograph shows James Radley at the wheel of AX201 smoking the last of his cigarette. 

Note the wet and overcast weather. Radley is famous as the private entrant in the 1912, ‘13 and ‘14 Austrian Alpine Trials. 
His 1912 car failed to proceed on the Katschberg Pass and he was disqualified. By 1913, Rolls-Royce had developed an 
improved model and entered three Ghosts, with Radley as a fourth, private entrant. Their performance was outstanding, 

as was Radley’s in 1914, and acknowledged as such in the press of the day. (See FL03-6, p. 7160–64)

Royal Automobile Club 
officials. Claude 
Johnson made the most 
of this by displaying the 
car at the 1907 Olympia 
Motor Show. 

One Silver Ghost
The name “Silver Ghost” 
should, strictly speaking, 
be applied to 551 only. 
But common usage by 
40/50 hp owners and 
the introduction in 1925 
of the 40/50 hp “New 
Phantom” led everyone, 
including, eventually, 
Rolls-Royce Ltd., to 
call every side-valve 
40/50 hp a Silver Ghost 
to avoid confusion with 
this later, overhead valve 
version of a “40/50 hp” 
Rolls-Royce.

After it had 
served its RR advertising 
duties, the Company, 
on July 14, 1908 sold 
AX201 to Dan Hanbury 
of Eaton Square, 
London and Scotland, 
for £750. He owned it 
for approximately the 
next 400,000 miles. A 
windscreen and a dynamo for electric lighting were fitted in 1913. 
Rolls-Royce maintained the car for Hanbury, which included 
repairing broken springs and chassis cracks from the bad roads 
of the time. In 1945 Rolls-Royce were asked to restore the car, 
but before work was started, Hanbury died, and left the car to 
his son–in-law, Air Marshall Sir Alec Coryton. Sir Alec part-
exchanged it for a Bentley B30AW, and AX201 finished up at 
RR’s London Service Depot in October 1948 for mechanical and 
cosmetic work. H.E. Griffin of Haywards Heath did painting and 
coachwork repairs in 1949, RR did an engine overhaul in 1950, 
and in 1951 Hooper & Co. did a complete repaint and retrim. 

AX201 was then ready to again publicize RR Ltd. 
and did so extensively: the Brussels Motor Show in 1952, the 

20-Ghost Club’s “50 Years of Rolls-Royce” in 1954, 
the 50th Anniversary of Brooklands in 1957, the 50th 
Anniversary of chassis 1701’s top gear run from London 
to Edinburgh in a TV recreation for the BBC in October 
1961, a movie appearance in Those Magnificent Men 
in Their Flying Machines (taking 23 days), then the 
RR and Bentley Pageant in 1964, repeated in 1967, a 
London to Manchester run, then a trip to the US on 
the maiden voyage of the QEII in 1969. Many others 
followed.

By 1990, AX201 had undergone yet another 
restoration, this time by P. & A. Wood for the 
mechanicals and S.C. Gordon for the coachwork. A 
plate recording this work can be seen on the firewall 
in 10. The workmanship was faultless, as anyone who 
has viewed the car since then will attest. There are 
some purists who believe that this restoration work 
was extreme, as the car, in its original state, would 
never have been so perfectly finished.  But most RR 
enthusiasts would agree that the best car in the world 
should look like “The Best Car in the World”.

The above demonstrates just how important the car was 
as a Rolls-Royce icon. Public appearances continued 
unabated, and in 1984 the first trip to Australia took 

place, with visits to Brisbane, Sydney, Adelaide, and Perth. There 
was a second visit in 1991, for the Darling Harbour, Sydney 
International Motor Show and a York Motors display, then a 
display in Hamilton’s Showrooms in Melbourne, followed by 
participation in a 70-kilometer run with the RROC Victoria from 
Melbourne to Romsey Vineyard.

A Failure to Proceed
This euphemism, perhaps not familiar to new members, avoids 
the words “broke down”, and attempts to maintain the fiction 
that Rolls-Royce cars never do so. But they do, and AX201 is no 
exception.

I know this from first-hand experience. In 1957, and 
six months after June 1956, when 17 of us formed the RROC 
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PICTURE 5 
The trio on the left, standing somewhat aloof from the disturbance, are (l–r) 

Adrian Garrett’s passenger, Cecil Bendall and Adrian. The next two, the chap 
in the flat hat and holding a raincoat and the one in a dustcoat and chauffeur 

cap are clearly RR employees. 

of Australia, my wife 
Margaret and I travelled 
to London. There we 
made the acquaintance of 
various RR luminaries, 
including Stanley 
Sears, the President of 
the 20-Ghost Club and 
owner of extraordinary 
examples of the marque. 
Because I was then 
an official “overseas” 
vice-president of the 
club, Margaret and 
I were made most 
welcome and invited 
to attend the 20-Ghost 
Club’s “Silver Jubilee 
of the Silver Ghost” 
in September 1957 at 
Derby, Buxton, and 
Crewe. Gavin Sandford-
Morgan, a well-known 
RR enthusiast from 
South Australia was 
also invited. He had 
an arrangement with Sears to restore the 30 hp RR that Gavin 
had discovered in Adelaide. Adrian Garrett, now an expatriate 
Englishman living in New Zealand, was there. He owned then, 
and still does, SG 588, at the time, the third oldest known Silver 
Ghost.1 

A feature of the Silver Ghost Jubilee Rally was the recreation of 
an original setting of four Silver Ghosts at the Cat and Fiddle Inn 
on June 22, 1907, en route to Glasgow for the start of the Scottish 
Reliability Trial. 2 The recreation, on unlucky Friday the 13th of 
September 1957 of four Silver Ghosts outside the Cat and Fiddle 
Inn has only one of the original four cars pictured 50 years earlier, 
and that is AX201. 3 For its historical interest, and previously 
unpublished, 4 shows (l–r) RR Ltd.’s chauffer, James Radley 
(smoking the last of his cigarette) and Adrian Belsey (the 20-Ghost 
Club Chairman) in AX201 at the Cat and Fiddle. The day before, 
we had assembled at RR Ltd’.s Sports Ground at Derby, where 
the noise of jet engines being tested could be heard. Two of the 
22 Silver Ghosts present were Springfields, a vehicle unknown at 

that time to nearly all those present and shipped 
from the USA by their owners Frank Hand and 
Webster Woodmansee. Web won the Concours.

We were all invited to an informal 
buffet lunch in the Sports Ground cafeteria. A 
distinguished-looking middle-aged gentleman 
sat next to me. I introduced myself as a visiting 
Australian and he as Ralph Cochrane. Having 
just read Paul Brickhill’s book The Dambusters, 
an exciting account of Squadron 617’s Lancaster 
bombers carrying out the amazing raid on 
Germany’s Möhne, Eder, and Sorpe dams, I 
recognized the name, and asked “are you the 
AOC (Air Officer Commanding) who supervised 
the Dambusters raid?” His reply is a lesson in 
tact and humility. He answered: “How clever of 
you to remember!” He fought in World Wars I 
and II, was knighted, and had the post-nominals: 
CBE, CB, KBE, KCB, and GBE. Sir Ralph was 
also a director of Rolls-Royce Limited. I resisted 
the temptation to ask for his autograph.

It was on the sports ground that the 
unthinkable occurred. All present were to depart for Rally 
Headquarters at the Palace Hotel, Buxton. But AX201 failed to 
proceed for some time, despite the sequential cranking efforts of 
several burly bystanders. The consternation that this evoked in 

the middle of such a collection of extremely well-restored cars 
was demonstrated by the throng of bystanders. 5 The gossip 
during the cocktail hour at the Palace Hotel was that the Company 
needed to give AX201 some serious attention. 

Forecast: Cold, Wet, and Windy
Overnight, rain came down in torrents, so much so that some of 
the Palace Hotel’s rooms were flooded. The basement car park 
could have served as the Palace moat and some cars were late 
starters. The trip to the Cat and Fiddle Inn was also marred by wet 
and windy weather, which continued throughout the lunch which 
RR provided. It is difficult to convey in pictures the cold wind 
and sleet of the Derbyshire hills but the picture of a rain-dappled 
“Wedding Bells II” SG armoured car on a wet road and just two 
wet and windblown spectators comes close. 6

James Smith, the owner of 577, the Maudsley Shooting 
Brake “The Auld Lady”, which has no windscreen, was dressed 
for the occasion and, as a Yorkshireman, knew what weather to 
expect. 7 Thus he was on the lookout for a gullible person he 
could persuade to drive 577 through the windswept hills, from 
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PICTURE 7
James P. (Jimmy) Smith, a charming and down-to-earth companion, who visited Australia for our 1970 Bi-Centennial 

Rally. Although the owner of the, at the time, second oldest Silver Ghost, he was not eligible to join some clubs because 
he was “in the trade.” The “trade” was his company, Deen, Smith and Grace, manufacturers of a range of some of the 

world’s best machine tools since 1865.

PICTURE 8   
Adrian Garrett is talking to his passenger in 588, and James Smith is talking to AX201’s driver. I am taking the picture. 

This previously unpublished picture is, I believe, the only one which shows the three vehicles together on the road.

the Cat and Fiddle and 
back to the Palace Hotel 
for the formal dinner 
given by the Directors of 
Rolls-Royce. He found 
one in Barrie Gillings. 
It was a very wet, very 
cold trip, but the wind 
concealed all mechanical 
noises, and 577 was so 
smooth that it was like 
driving an electric car. 
The experience more 
than compensated for 
the discomfort. This car 
is now in the hands of 
SG enthusiast Graham 
Mead.

The formal 
dinner was held that night 
at the Palace Hotel with 
a number of speakers 
from the Company and 
car clubs. Three of them 
had names starting with 

G. Eric Gill was a friend of Henry Royce’s, who told Eric that 
“whatever is rightly done, however humble, is noble”. Gill was 
so impressed with the sentiment that he got Royce’s permission 
to carve it, in Latin, on the mantelpiece of Royce’s sitting room 
at West Wittering: “Quidvis Recte Factum, Quamvis Humile 
Praeclarum”. Harry Grylls was an RR design engineer, who 
described his involvement in the development of the Bentley and 
the Merlin engine, and who wrote The History of a Dimension, a 
scholarly explanation of RR engine development for the Institution 
of Mechanical Engineers. Barrie Gillings told of the formation of 
the RROC of Australia a year earlier and how its members were 
young and old, rich and poor.

The following day, with clear weather, we all drove to 
Crewe. The three oldest Ghosts stopped en-route for a brief rest. 
8 Upon arrival at Crewe there was a tour of the factory and some 
driving tests, with Michael Vivien describing the proceedings, 
amusingly and informatively, by loudspeaker. James Radley, who 
was then in his eighties, gallantly entered the competition, but 
found, understandably, that he had lost a little of his gear-changing 
skills since his magnificent efforts as a private entrant in the 1912, 
-13 and -14 Austrian Alpine Trials. 

The whole rally was a wonderful experience, and I had 
the rare privilege of driving the then world’s second oldest Silver 
Ghost, 577, through the Derbyshire Hills, after first being tutored 
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PICTURE 9
The control plate in a 500 series Silver Ghost is flat, without the central knob for OFF, B, B&M 
and M, as the battery and magneto switches are on the firewall. But the IGNITION-EARLY and 

LATE, and GOVERNOR-FAST and SLOW are the same as for later Ghosts.

PICTURE 10
AX201’s passenger’s side firewall, showing the fuel pressure gauge and 
the fuel pressure hand pump. In this early car, the pump is mounted on 
the floor, not the firewall. Note also the plate attached to the firewall. It 
records that in 1990 the chassis was restored by .P&A. Wood and the 

body by S.G. Gordon Ltd.

in the special requirements of these very early 
Ghosts when Adrian Garrett allowed me a drive 
of his 588. But I did not drive 551, nor did I ever 
expect to.

Thirty-five Years Later
October 1991 was a memorable month for me. It 
was the month that I was an invited speaker at the 
79th International Dental Federation Congress 
in Milan. This was a completely unexpected 
recognition of my dental research and teaching. 
Better still, all my expenses were paid for and 
I even received an honorarium. But even more 
exciting was the telephone call I received from 
David Shmith, of York Motors, Sydney’s official 
RR distributor. He asked me whether I would 
be willing to collect AX201 from Port Botany 
and drive it to Darling Harbour Convention 
Centre, where it was to feature at the York 
Motors Stand at the International Motor Show. 
I asked him how much I would have to pay. 
He misunderstood my attempt at humour, but 
we sorted that out and he said he would post 
me detailed instructions about how to manage 
AX201 and the arrangements for collection 
from the port. The instructions ran to eight 
single-space pages.

Then the bombshell dropped. Unless I could somehow 
arrange air transport to one of Milan’s several airports and a helicopter 
to the Convention hotel, with no hold-ups anywhere, I would arrive 
too late to give my lecture. This was a chance I could not possibly 
take, as the program had been printed and I had already accepted my 
honorarium. So I had to tell David Shmith that I could not do the job. 
I did, however, suggest Terry Cook as a suitable driver and Terry 
took my place. He reported his experience in an excellent account in 
the Veteran Car Club magazine under the title “A Date with a Lady” 
(see Veteran Car Club of Australia (NSW) magazine Spit and Polish, 
November 1991, p. 12–14). 

A Second Chance
After I returned from Milan, I contacted Shmith to enquire how 
things went. He verified that Cook had driven AX201 to Darling 
Harbour with no problems and then asked me whether I would like 
to drive it from there to York Motors in William Street as a sort of 
consolation prize. Readers need not guess what my answer was. 
So, in late October, my son John, with video and still cameras, my 
friend Alan Briot as mechanician and I as driver turned up at Darling 
Harbour to do the job. 

Starting a Silver Ghost is a series of simple steps. You 
fully retard the IGNITION from EARLY to LATE. This is very 
important if you want to avoid a broken wrist when you crank. You 
then advance the GOVERNOR about one third up the quadrant, the 
position depending on how the linkages are adjusted, but there is a 
fair amount of leeway. 9

Now you must pressurize the fuel tank. Ghosts do not 
have vacuum tanks, unless they are very late models or have been 
fitted with modern electric fuel pumps. In all but very early Ghosts, 
this pressure is initially provided by a hand-operated air pump. 10 
AX201’s pump handle is in the middle at the bottom of the picture, 
and differs from later Ghosts, where it is on the firewall. The gauge, 
labelled FUEL, is not a fuel level gauge. It indicates the pumped-
up fuel system air pressure, in pounds per square inch. About two 
pounds is adequate. If the fuel line tap is in the OFF position, you 
now turn it to ON. 

The air pressure should fill the carburettor float bowl with 
fuel. To make sure, you open the hood on the driver’s side and 
depress the knob on top of the carburettor float bowl until the fuel 
fills the bowl and perhaps overflows a little. DO NOT JIGGLE the 
float needle. This is akin to shooting a sitting bird or milking a cow 
with your signet ring on. 11 Note that AX201’s carburettor has a 
vertical throttle body but the usual low and high speed jets. The 500 
series Ghosts had the fuel tank under the front seat, and fuel feed was 
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PICTURE 11
Owners of later Ghosts will note that the throttle body is vertical but has the usual end plate, 

that the pipe feeding water to the radiator is straight, and the cylinder blocks have only one pipe 
each, instead of two.

PICTURE 13
This is the copper pipe attached to the rear end 
of AX201’s rear exhaust expansion box, via a 
cast-in boss, an extremely rare feature. The 

boss was omitted on the later expansion boxes 
E11, JEKIL.

PICTURE 14
The cast bronze device is called the 

“Pressure Feed Regulator” and contains 
two valves, each with its own spring and a 
wire gauze. The two copper pipes on the 
right come from the exhaust manifold and 
the hand operated air pump.  The copper 

pipe on the left goes to the fuel tank.

by gravity. It is probable that some 500 
series cars were converted, later in life, to 
a fuel tank in the frame and to pressurized 
systems. This was certainly the case with 
AX201 (see the RREC Scottish Tour June 
1997 souvenir book, page 104, which 
shows the fuel tank between the tail shaft 
and the driver’s side chassis rail.)

A Lack of Pressure
We followed the above procedures, of which, 
by 1991, after 35 years of starting an early 
Ghost, I was fully aware, but no matter how 
hard my friend Alan pumped, no fuel pressure 
was produced. Time was passing and the York 
Motors representative was getting increasingly 
agitated. All the while, my son John was 
recording the hiatus on videotape. Sterner 
measures were called for, so I obtained official 
permission to remove seats and floorboards 
in an attempt to identify the problem. I even 
went to the extent of undoing several of the 
fuel pipe linkages, but there was no fuel to be 
seen. (And yes, I had remembered to open the 
fuel tap on the driver’s side of the chassis). It 
was clear to me that there was a problem with 
the pressurizing. Was it the hand pump, was 
it a blockage, was there an extra tap hidden 
somewhere? How to solve it was beyond the 
tools I had with me, the time frame available, 
or indeed my knowledge of the mysterious 
pipe attached to the rear exhaust expansion 
box. 13 What was it for? 

The Mysterious Bronze Sphere
I now know. Almost all Silver Ghosts have 
a hand pump to pressurize the fuel tank, the 
pressure being maintained while running by a 
mechanical air pump driven off the gearbox. 
It is a simple and effective system. Very late 
Ghosts use a vacuum tank that delivers fuel 
into the carburettor by gravity, but according 
to SG authority Jonathon Harley, the 500 
series used a “fuel feed by gravity” from a 
tank under the front seat. It is clear that 551 
has been retrofitted with a later fuel system, 
which used “exhaust pressure via regulator 
and flame trap, commencing with chassis 
60591” (see The Edwardian Rolls-Royce, for 
Harley’s addendum, ISBN 0-9506489-5-7, 
page 839). The correct RR term for this device 
is “Pressure Feed Regulator” and there is an 
illustration of it in the reproduction of the 
complete handbook Instructions for the care 
of Rolls-Royce cars, 40-50 H.P. six cylinders, 
1907-8-9 types at page 80 of The Book of the 
Silver Ghost, by Kenneth Ullyett (Max Parrish 
Limited, London 1963). 14 Pipe A is the steel 
pipe leading from the rear exhaust box, as seen 

You are now in a position to crank the engine. You engage 
the crank handle and lift it for six or more compressions. This 
ensures that there will be a cylinder with a full charge of fuel/air 
mixture in the firing position. You return to the cockpit, move the 
mixture lever to strong, and then turn the trembler ignition switch 
to either ONE or TWO. It doesn’t matter which, as there are two 
batteries, the extra one being a back-up in case of a flat battery. 

When you turn the trembler ignition on, the engine should 
start. This is because one cylinder should have an ignitable fuel/
air mixture, with its piston past top dead centre and the trembler 
ignition fires the spark-plug to ignite this charge. The engine 
will then rotate, the next and later cylinders will then fire in turn, 
and the engine will be running. Once the engine is running, the 
handbook recommends that you turn the magneto ignition ON and 
the trembler ignition OFF. 

If the trembler does not start the engine, you will have to 
hand-crank to rotate it past top dead centre to start it. If you forget 
to retard the spark, the engine may run backwards, especially if 
the magneto switch is on, catch the crank handle, and break your 
wrist. This has happened to many an R-R aficionado, usually not 
through carelessness but because of the stress of the moment or 
errors by others.

in 13. Pipe B is the pipe from the hand pump and pipe C connects 
to the gas tank. The letter D identifies the regulator body. There 
is an excellent line drawing of the SG 500 series fuel system, 
prepared by Peter Baines for the Feb. 1993 issue of the SGA’s 
Tourer magazine at page 244.

It might sound a little dangerous to mix exhaust gasses 
with the air/fuel vapour in a fuel tank but the RR-designed device 
is fitted with a metal gauze filter, a non-return valve, and a safety 
valve. The metal gauze uses the principle of the Sir Humphry 
Davy safety lamp to prevent the fuel vapour in the fuel tank from 
being ignited by the hot exhaust gasses or backfire flames. RR, 
wisely in my view, changed the system, starting with the 1100 
series, to an air pressure system, the pressure being maintained by 
an engine-driven air pump. 

We Started AX201!
As pumping up fuel pressure was not working, and as the York 
Motors representative was making noises about calling for a 
transporter and the witching hour of 8.30 am and its accompanying 
heavy Sydney traffic was approaching, emergency action was 
called for. Hand-cranking was achieving nothing, and Alan was 
still working the pump, with no results. So I obtained permission 
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PICTURE 15
AX201 en route from the 

Darling Harbour Convention 
Centre to York Motors 

Showrooms on William Street, 
Sydney. There is a comfortable 
gap between the red Bentley 

Mulsanne, on trade plates, and 
AX201. I am driving, and Allan 

is in the mechanician’s seat. My 
image in the rear view mirror 

shows a level of concentration 
and concern

PICTURE  16
(Below)

AX201’s Pressure Feed 
Regulator as fitted in 1991. The 
two copper pipes from the hand 
air pump and the rear exhaust 
manifold (right) join up to a T 

piece. The pipe on the left goes 
to the fuel tank. The exhaust 

gasses bypass the body of the 
Regulator. The same pipe in 14 
is connected to the Regulator 

body

PICTURE 17   
The gears in a 500–1000 Series Silver Ghost are reverse and four forward 

gears. Reverse is forward of first gear. The remaining gears are the standard 
“H” with fourth gear (an overdrive and quite noisy) with the nickname 

“sprinting gear”.  Note the fuel tap, which has a flat brass backing plate and is 
in front of the gearshift. In later cars, the tap is to the rear of the gearshift and 

the plate is a casting with raised lettering.

to at least start the engine by priming the carburettor float bowl. 
With fuel in there, at least we could establish that the engine 
could actually run and I could at least say that I had started 
AX201. So I filled the bowl using the emergency fuel I had 
brought along.
  I then cranked the engine, which started immediately. A few 
seconds later Alan reported: “we have pressure”, and AX201 
was ready to brave the 8.30 am Sydney traffic. So off we went, 
entering the stream of traffic en route from Darling Harbour 
to the York Motors showrooms in William Street. The York 
Motors organizers weren’t totally confident of my ability to 
reach York Motors with AX201 unharmed, and to make sure, 
they deployed a red Bentley Mulsanne to run interference for 
me. I mused that if I failed to stop and severely rear-ended the 
Mulsanne, it could well have been Sydney’s most expensive 
motor vehicle accident for 1991, if not the decade. 

The amount of stress involved in driving a multi-
million dollar car in Sydney’s morning peak-hour traffic can 
be quantified from my facial expression in the rear view mirror. 
15 But at least we managed to avoid being hit with a bucketful 
of manure. That was an experience the fickle finger of fate had 
reserved for AX201’s visit to New Zealand. 

Explanation of the Problem
Using the exhaust gasses to provide “fuel pressure” clearly 
works, but obviously there can be no pressure until the engine is 
running. Thus there must be a hand pump to provide the initial 
air pressure to deliver fuel to the carburettor. So why did Alan’s 
hand-pumping efforts fail to provide this pressure? I surmised 
that the exhaust gasses are inclined to leave a carbon deposit 
under one, or perhaps both, of the valves in the aforementioned 
Pressure Feed Regulator. If one (or both) of these valves did 
not seal effectively, the air from the hand pump would simply 
escape. I believe that starting the engine and running it on the 
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fuel added by hand to the float bowl then provided sufficient 
exhaust gas to perhaps clear, or at least accommodate any valve 
leakage, pressurize the fuel, and thus keep the float bowl filled and 
the car running, without the need for continual hand-pumping. We 
reached our destination, so perhaps my musing is correct.

This conjecture has since been confirmed by Adrian 
Garrett, based on information provided to him by Graham Mead, 
now owner of 577. Mead routinely cleans the carbon from the 
valves in the Fuel Pressure Regulator of 577 before any long runs, 
to ensure reliability. Fitting an electric fuel pump to bypass the 
original system would solve the problem but that would also spoil 
the originality of the car. Further confirmation of the explanation 
is provided by comments in a reproduction Rolls-Royce Catalogue 
1910–11, (EP Publishing Limited, ISBN 0-517-177595). Page 
34 notes, under the heading “Pressure Feed”: ‘The system of 
introducing into the petrol tank pressure from the exhaust system 
has been abandoned as being dirty, uncertain and otherwise 
objectionable. The exhaust pressure regulator was called upon 
to work under extremely adverse conditions. Water and carbon 
collected in the regulator and often prevented the valves from 
working properly. The exhaust system has now been replaced by a 
small pump mounted on and driven by the gearbox.

In 500 series cars, as Jonathan Harley has noted, fuel was 
delivered by gravity from a fuel tank under the front seat. Because 
AX201 went on the Scottish Reliability Trial just two months 
after coming off test, that must have been the system in use. The 
present Pressure Feed Regulator system now on the car 16 is not 
original to the car but a later modification, done, presumably, for 
its then owner, Dan Hanbury. But this is acceptable, even to the 
purist, as it was done by Rolls-Royce Limited and only a churl 
would suggest that AX201 is thus not original. But to avoid any 
future failures to proceed, perhaps the present custodians should 
consider modifying the regulator in some way to ensure reliable 
fuel pressure.

I think it possible that an attempt to do this has already 
been made. A careful examination of 16 shows that the three 
copper pipes are all joined at a T union to the left of the sphere. 
This is different from the regulator shown in 14, where the pipe 
from the exhaust feeds into the bottom of the regulator. In AX201, 
it is clear that the exhaust gas pipe bypasses the sphere altogether. 
The exhaust gasses must go straight to the fuel tank and bypass 
the Davy safety gauze. I have to conclude that we could not obtain 
fuel pressure by hand-pumping because the valves in the sphere 
were leaking to the outside, but when the exhaust gasses were 
providing pressure, they either sealed the valves in the sphere, or 
the gas flow was sufficient to overcome any leakage. In any event, 
we made the journey successfully. My analysis of events implies 
that whoever connected the pipes to the sphere was not worried 
about exhaust flames setting the fuel tank alight. This is a logical 
conclusion, because you can drop a lighted match into a fuel tank 
containing fuel and it will be extinguished, because there is no air 
to provide oxygen to make an explosive mixture. The tank is full 
of fuel vapour, not air, so the fancy design of the Pressure Feed 
Regulator was probably unnecessary. But a gearbox-driven air 
pump was a much better solution, and an electric fuel pump even 
better, and is used on all the post WW II Rolls-Royces.

However, it was wise to leave the Fuel Pressure Regulator 
connected to the T piece, despite the bypassing. It contains a 
“Regulator”, which I assume is a relief valve that ensures that any 
excessive hand-pumping or exhaust pressure does not allow the 
fuel pressure to exceed the usual 1–3 pounds.

AX201: Driving Impressions
AX201’s steering is light, the brakes good, the clutch superb, and 
the engine performed well and was delightfully smooth. Unless 
you are used to this type of car, shifting the gears may seem 
difficult. As to the suspension, I found AX201’s to be supple and 
“springy,” almost like a horse-drawn two-wheel sulky. But then I 
was driving at a slow pace over smooth city roads. In fact, I did 
not even manage to engage third gear. 17 The slow traffic limited 
me to first and second gear. There was no way I was going to 
be able to engage 3rd, let alone 4th, the overdrive ratio, to which 

the Company applied the delightful term “the sprinting gear.” I 
have used 4th when driving 577, 588, and Walter Wilson’s 747, 
and found it quite noisy in all cases, and I can understand why RR 
abandoned it. It did increase the attainable top speed, but perhaps 
the ride would probably have been uncomfortable on the rough 
roads of the day. Should you need to know the gearshift pattern, 
it is the standard “H” for 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th (sprinting gear), with 
reverse beyond 1st.

Postscript
I have long wondered about that story of the involuntary stop 
experienced by AX201 that occurred on the trip from London to 
Glasgow. I repeat the account: “It was on the second day, Perth 
to Aberdeen, that the Silver Ghost suffered her only involuntary 
stop since leaving London 629 miles earlier. This probably 
occurred [emphasis added] after Claude Johnson had negotiated 
the treacherous Devil’s Elbow and just short of the long Cairnwell 
Hill where the road climbs to 2,200 feet. It took a minute for the 
trouble to be traced to the petrol tap which had shaken itself shut-
-hardly a major failure” (Queste Magazine 1990, Warren Allport)

Now, according to Harley in his supplement (pages 833–841) to 
the Fasal and Goodman book The Edwardian Rolls-Royce, the 
500 series Silver Ghost had “fuel feed by gravity,” the fuel tank 
being located under the front seat. We also know that 551 now has 
the exhaust gas Pressure Feed Regulator system, not the gravity 
system. You have seen it, on the car. 13, 16 Also, nearly all but 
very late Ghosts have a fuel tap on the side of the chassis, with 
which all Silver Ghost owners will be familiar. AX201 has one 
such, on the driver’s side of the chassis. 16 It is, in my view, 
unlikely that such a tap will shake itself shut on a bumpy road. 
The tap, if sealing effectively, has simply too much friction and 
furthermore, if loose, the handle would fall under gravity and not 
shut but open itself. 

However, the RREC Scottish Tour 1997 Program, page 
89, has a revelation. “Royce must have assumed that the spring 
loading on his beautifully made and expensive petrol and oil 
cocks would prevent any creep due to road vibration. This proved 
not to be so . . . road shocks caused the lever to move from its 
horizontal ON position to the vertical (downward) OFF position, 
causing the engine and car to stop. Royce quickly altered the tap 
to DOWN for ON” 

The convention for all (except some RR) taps is that the 
tap handle is parallel to the pipe flow when in the ON position. 
The Ghost fuel tap on the driver’s side of the chassis and also 
the priming cup tap on the inlet manifold are the opposite, that 
is, shut when the handle is parallel to the flow. So we know that 
the shaken tap was an early pattern but, even so, it was certainly 
not on the side of the chassis, as it is now on AX201 and all later 
Ghosts. A careful examination of the photographs in Fasal and 
Goodman show that there is NO outside fuel tap visible in the 
photographs of chassis 540, 542, 547, 551, 553, 556, 590, and 
708. There appears to be a simple tap on 563, and the standard 
type tap on 576 and 756. Logic would dictate that for an early 500 
series car such as AX201, just two months after coming off test, 
the fuel tank, being under the front seat, would have a tap that 
was accessible from the front compartment, especially since there 
is no evidence of any exterior taps on the above-listed chassis. 
Furthermore, for the above “shaking shut” explanation, the fuel 
pipe would have to run horizontally, but we don’t know this. It 
could have run vertically. In either event, the tap must have been 
in the front compartment and readily accessible.

So the tap could have shut itself off but, if so, there is 
no mention in any of the reports I have read that the shutting-off 
re-occurred. Perhaps Johnson or his mechanician tightened up the 
spring on the tap or wrapped the handle in the 1907 equivalent of 
Gaffer tape. But the Queste article (above) does record that at the 
halfway point of 7,500 miles, it took 10 hours 5 minutes to “add 
a new fuel tap and a system to enable the pressure in the fuel tank 
to be maintained either automatically or independently by hand--
there was no fuel pump.” (See FL52-3 p. 43.) Perhaps this was the 
first appearance of the Pressure Feed Regulator?
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                                    Letter to the Editor

I offer two alternative suggestions for the involuntary stop. 
The first is that they turned the tap off, as most Ghost owners do, to 
prevent the float bowl from dripping fuel, but forgot to turn it back 
on. I have frequently forgotten to do this after a stop dozens of times, 
and so have practically all Silver Ghost owners. But this would 
apply only if AX201 had been stopped for rest or refreshments. But 
this is unlikely.

Another explanation, which I consider a possibility, is that, 
with the apron attached to the firewall, clearly visible in 2, covering 
the knees of the mechanician, it would be possible, on rough roads or 
in bad weather, for clothing, a rug, a scarf or some such underneath 
the apron to snag the fuel tap and turn it off.

In my view, Claude Johnson, that superb publicist, who in 
these modern times we might call a “spin doctor,” and who may 
have been driving AX201 at the time, should have reported that: 
“my Mackintosh caught the tap on a big bump and turned it off.” He 
could, in the alternative, have said: “I turned the fuel off for safety 
reasons, but forgot to turn it on again.” Better a human error than the 
conclusion that Rolls-Royce had manufactured, Quelle Horreur, a 
faulty tap, which they had to replace halfway through the trial. 

PPS
After writing this article and passing it to others for comment, the 
foregoing conjecture appears to have occurred to others as well: 
David Berthon happened to recall an article by the late Derek du Toit 
in the RROCA magazine Praeclarum, June 1993 p. 2212, entitled 
“Mystery! The Curious Case of the Self-Shutting Tap” in which 
he explains: “However, the final proof comes from someone who 
was there—the reporter of The Motor. The issue of 20 August 1907 
contains the following revealing sentence:  ‘. . . a distance of 15,021 
miles was run with but a single involuntary stop to turn on the petrol 
tap, which act had been forgotten’ (emphasis added). Q.E.D. after 
85 years.”

We are all human and forgetful, especially old Silver Ghost 
Owners of old Silver Ghosts like me. 18

1   Bob Johnston (South Africa, 45SG), who died recently 
aged 89, Adrian Garrett (New Zealand, 588) and Barrie Gillings 
(Australia, 1492,), and, I believe, Edward Lord Montagu (UK, 
82AG) have now owned and driven their Silver Ghosts for more 
than 50 years. 

Australians recorded as having owned, but not necessarily 
driven their chassis for more than 50 years include David McPhee 
(Queensland, 1122), Michael Fraser & family (Queensland, 21AG), 
Grahame Wilkinson & family (Queensland, 2242), Lyel Murrell 

PICTURE  18
All the photographs in this article were taken by the author, except where 
otherwise indicated. He has nearly 100, of every reachable component of 
AX201, from every possible angle, and can bore you to sobs about them.

Dear Tom,
What interesting articles you have been finding lately.  I 
particularly enjoyed reading Jim Sawers’ recollections of the early 
life in New Zealand of our Park Ward drop-head coupé B119NY.
   He mentions that from recollection the car was Pacific Blue 
with grey upholstery so, as soon as I read that, I scuttled off to my 
desk and winkled out my copy of the build sheet which clearly 
specifies the colour at that time to be Tudor Grey with Light Blue 
upholstery.
   When we got the car about eighteen months ago, it was painted 
in a colour which more closely resembles Georgian Silver with 
light blue upholstery.  Although some of the leather had been 
replaced, the rest was badly crazed and sun cracked and we have 
already replaced it.
   If Jim is correct, then the car has been re-painted twice which 
seems doubtful.  At the moment I don’t have access to the car so I 
cannot inspect it too closely.  I will ask my panel-beater, who has 
worked on the body, for an opinion.
   We had intended to join the last week of the B.D.C. Tour of New 
Zealand but in the days before that event, we took the car for a 
drive to Hellensville for lunch whereupon it developed a mis-fire.  
A rebuild of the carburettors made it slightly worse as did a new 

(New South Wales, 127BW), the Green family (New South 
Wales, 56AG and 1749), John Griffiths (Victoria, 1363 and 
16PG) and David Falconer & family (Western Australia, 17CB).  
If readers know of other long-term owners, worldwide, please 
contact the writer.) 

coil and new points.  We decided that I should take it to Colin Gray 
for a session on his diagnostic tuner.  Eventually Colin diagnosed a 
blown head gasket which he confirmed by introducing air pressure 
into number three cylinder and observing it escaping out of number 
two.  On stripping it down, the news got worse and worse.  In the 
end the engine came out for a complete recondition.
   I consider myself very fortunate to have been able to meet and talk 
to Ivor Aspinall at the Chateau where I asked him about the reason 
behind the coating of the pistons with lead and the partial Chroming 
of the bore.  This, he told me, was to allow much reduced clearances 
in the engine and so achieving greatly less engine noise.  He told me 
not to worry about trying to preserve this as if I were to re-sleeve the 
block with modern cast iron and fit modern alloy pistons, then these 
newer materials are so much improved over the historical ones that 
these difficulties have been overcome.    
   The re-build proceeds apace; “Apace”, in the case of a sixty year 
old Bentley engine, being “slow” in modern terms.
Regards,
Richard Hadfield.
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Six Pot Group/Vintage Car Club Auckland Posh Picnic 25 April 

They all look pretty comfortable; from left, Richard Green, Marion 
Hemmingsen, George Urquhart, Maureen and John Stewart.

Gary (second from left) showing Berwick, Richard and George his 
20/25 engine rebuild

Berwick Taylor and Gary Langstone’s grandson, Kyle, looked over by 
Gary’s 20/25 tourer GFT36

This lady from Summerset Rest Home would have been in her early 
40s when Philip’s Mark VI B372MD was new.

Words	by	Philip	Eilenberg;	photographs	by	George	Urquhart.
Some of the Six-Pot Group are VCC members as well and 
following last year’s successful VCC Posh Picnic we thought it 
would be great if any of the Six-Pot Group members who were not 
VCC members could partake in the day. It is especially relevant 
to our group, as the final destination was again Gary & Robyn 
Langstone’s home in Drury.  They own a Bentley Mk VI saloon 
and recently bought a 1930 Rolls-Royce 20/25 tourer GFT36.
   The run started from the Penrose clubrooms and everyone was 
encouraged to dress up in a period costume in the era of their car 
– what a fine bunch!

   We had a total of 9 in the Six-Pot Group attending, including 
Berwick Taylor (Mk VI), Richard Green (20/25) who had just 
flown in that morning from the USA and Adrian van de Wetering 
(S2).
   A very pleasant day for all attending, hopefully we will see more 
members attend next year. 
   Then, on Sunday 2 May George and I attended a lunchtime 
display of cars with the VCC at the Summerset Retirement 
Village in Manukau. One of the 100 year old residents wanted a 
ride in my MK VI and I could hardly say no!

   We were given out instructions plus a card to complete on what 
the VCC call “silent checks”, which are small signs they put out 
at various points en route with car names on them. The number of 
correct entries wins the day’s prize.
   The route took us through the back roads of South Auckland to 
stop briefly at the Park Haven Hospital and Rest Home in Manukau 
City so the folks could get to view the old cars. Most of the residents 
were in wheelchairs and really enjoyed something new to see.
   We then went briefly onto SH1 to exit at Papakura and took the 
back roads to Drury and ended up at Gary’s & Robyn’s beautiful 
home and lifestyle block.
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Book Reviews

Bentley Continental Corniche & Azure
By	Martin	Bennett

ISBN: 1 904788 00 9 (1st Edition 1998)
978-1-84584-210-9 (2nd Edition November 2009)

Published by Veloce Publishing Ltd
33 Trinity Street, Dorchester DT1 1TT England

Hard bound 26 by 21.5 cm 224 pages (1st Edition)
25 cm square 256 pages (2nd Edition)

$NZ160 from Shadow Parts rmt@xtra.co.nz (1 copy left of 1st 
Edition)

£27.50 on special offer from info@veloce.co.uk (1st edition)
£75 from info@veloce.co.uk (2nd Edition) 

or approx $NZ180 (depending on $NZ/£) from Fazazz@fazazz.
co.nz (2nd Edition) 

Hands up all those who want a Bentley Continental; yes, I thought 
so; all of us.  There are a fortunate few in our Club who own 
Continentals, from R-Type, through “R” to Continental GT and 
Flying Spur, but for the rest of us Martin Bennett’s book must 
suffice for the moment.  We hear rumours of members considering 
the present favourable relationship between the $NZ and the £ 
Sterling, and look forward to the arrival here of the first S3 H.J. 
Mulliner Flying Spur.
   Martin Bennett is an Australian, and edited Præclarvm, our big 
sister publication from across the Tasman, from 1983 to 2003.  
During that time he accumulated a formidable knowledge and 
network of contacts, and now he is able to set down the results of 
his research in a readable style in a substantial book produced to 
Veloce Press’s usual high standards of paper quality and printing 
(in India).
   Martin Bennett must have made a conscious decision to exclude 

Both editions include an exhaustive charting 
of modifications by chassis number, and 
details of every car up to the end of the S3 line.  
One of our members, Gavin Bain, owned an 
S1 Continental for a time in the late 1980s, and 
the 1st edition tells us that this was BC41AF, 
an H.J. Mulliner coupe registered in January 
1956, although the 2nd edition is silent on the 
subject.  Perhaps we need both editions…
   The review copy for the 2nd edition was 
kindly provided by Veloce Publishing, and will 
sit very proudly in our Club’s library.
A.T.K.

(Above) Gavin Bain then owned S1 BC41AF
(Left) Jim Sawers’ BC61C at Greenhill, 

Hawkes Bay, in John King’s photograph.  

the Continental GT and Flying Spur models built after Vickers 
disposed of the Rolls-Royce and Bentley companies to German 
interests, for even the 2009 2nd edition gives a cut-off date of 
2002.  Future events must tell us if that was really the end of an 
era, but certainly your reviewer’s drive in a Continental GT was 
one of his motoring highlights. 
   The early history from the Continental’s antecedents, the 
“Embiricos” B27LE (see front cover our 09-5), and “Corniche”, 
14-B-V on a Mark V chassis with a rear axle ratio of 2.87:1, is 
well set out.  Some fascinating information, such as a 12 mile 
tyre life on the German autobahns during testing, is imparted, 
and the important roles played by Walter Sleator (Sr) of Franco-
Britannic Motors in Paris and his colleague Georges Paulin, who 
also designed the contemporary Peugeot, are given credit.  Paulin 
was executed during the war, but Sleator encouraged two cars 
called “Cresta” on Mark VI chassis with Facel bodies designed 
by Pininfarina, and “Corniche II” followed with an increased 
cylinder bore, lowered steering column and rake, a radiator 1½” 
lower than standard Mark VI but raked forward, but no chassis 
lightening.  This car, 9-B-VI, became OLG490, known ever since 
as “Olga”, and the first of the R-Type Continentals.
   The 2nd edition has taken the full advantage of the larger 
format; there are 300 illustrations, 65 of those in colour, but some 
photographs, previously black-and-white, have been reproduced 
in sepia, and this, together with the larger format, has meant 
that limitations of digital scanning are now apparent.  Brochure 
illustrations are often lacking in definition, which is a pity to 
those fortunate enough to have seen the quality of the Company’s 
publications.
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A follow-up to Roy Tilley’s “Our Forefathers” from 10-1

50 Years with a Rolls-Royce 
Twenty

A Mechanical Miscellany
By	David	G.	Davis

Published by Sir Henry Royce 
Foundation, Australia

C/- David Vann, 149 Crosby Rd, 
Hamilton, QLD 4007 or www.

roycefoundation.com.au 
Soft bound A5 40 pages $A20 

In 1959 David Davis bought 42G1, a 
very early Rolls-Royce Twenty (the 
21st production chassis) originally 
delivered to Sydney in 1922.  He 
was fortunate in that it had always 
been serviced by the Rolls-Royce 

agency there, at that time Appleby & Ward, later York Motors.  
Alf Appleby had worked with Hives at Derby, and immigrated 
to Australia in 1924 to open the agency there, and Bert Ward had 
started his Rolls-Royce apprenticeship at Derby in 1916.  Don 
Appleby took over the care of 42G1 from Bert Ward, and Alf’s 
grandson Ralph Appleby continues to look after the car today.
   By Bert Ward’s reckoning in 1959, 42G1 had covered 700,000 
miles, and with the present owner’s daily use has covered a large 
mileage since then, although in semi-retirement it now travels 
about 3,000 miles a year.  Serious accidents befell the car before 
the War, and two replacement chassis have been required, while 
the original saloon Sydney body by Smith & Waddington had been 
modernised in 1937, and in 1966 an attractive barrel-sided tourer 
body by the same maker was fitted as part of a major rebuild.
   David Davis does not claim any mechanical knowledge, but 
relies upon the extensive information available in the Owner’s 
Handbook, and recommends that his book be read in conjunction 

with the  Handbook.  Ideally the reader should also have to hand 
John Fasal’s The Rolls-Royce Twenty of 1979 and a Twenty 
sitting in the motor house, but Mr Davis’s book is so full of useful 
information that it will sit happily upon the bookshelf of anyone 
interested in the Company’s product, or indeed anyone interested 
in old cars.
   50 Years with a Rolls-Royce Twenty is beautifully produced on 
high quality art paper with glossy heavier covers.  Photographs 
from earlier in 42G1’s life are reproduced, and the recent colour 
photographs illustrating the car and its details were taken by our 
member David Neely.
   The review copy was given to our club library by David 
Neely.  Ideally it should be ordered from The Foundation along 
with David’s and Tom Clarke’s Rolls-Royce and Bentley in the 
Sunburnt Country, and the following recent statement by the Sir 
Henry Royce Foundation, Australia, is welcome:
Since publication in 1999, the authors, Tom Clarke 
and David Neely, have appreciated receiving many 
contributions from readers with corrections, new 
information and new photographs. These have been 
compiled in a Supplement which can be freely downloaded 
- go to Services/Publications/Rolls-Royce and Bentley in 
the Sunburnt Country. Please note the Supplement is over 
80 pages and has over 130 photographs, so allow a few 
minutes for the download.
The Foundation is delighted with this unique adjunct to 
one of its publications. It provides additional information 
to those who have a copy of the book and prospective 
purchasers will benefit as well. Further editions of the 
Supplement are planned as more details come to light 
about Rolls-Royce and Bentley cars that came new to 
Australia in the first fifty years.
 

Some people are proud to have a Rolls-Royce in the yard. Meet 
Mr F.C. Spencer, who is doubly proud. In his Wellington back-
street yard he has two.
Bu Mr Spencer is also proud of his two other cars – two pre-war 
Ford V8s.

“They’re great cars and I’ve had a great run with them. They just 
don’t make cars like that today,” he says.
Line up are (from left) a 1922 50 hp Rolls-Royce, a 1932 
“depression” 25 hp Rolls-Royce, and two identical 1938 V8s.
The older Rolls is valued at $11,000 in Britain and is one of only 
three or four in New Zealand. It is a 7½ litre Silver Ghost, 20 feet 
long, with 21 inch tyres, and a six-cylinder side-valve motor.
“But it’s an embarrassment to go anywhere. You pull up at a 
garage and there’s a flock of people around you wanting to know 
all about it,” said Mr Spencer.
One advantage was the readiness with which service stations took 
cheques without questioning or even requesting addresses, said 
Mr Spencer, who works in his own business as a plumber.
“When it came out of the factory 45 years ago, it could reach 76 
mph, did 14 mpg and travelled 1,000 miles to a gallon of oil,” he 
said. “It still does just that.”
The big oil thirst was part of the Rolls mystique, he said. In both 
cars the two gallons of sump oil also served to lubricate many 
other parts. 

This comes from a very 
neatly trimmed newspaper 
cutting in Roy Tilley’s 
possession; so neatly 
trimmed that there is no 
indication of the source or 
the date.  It is likely to be 
either The Dominion or The 
Evening Post. Permanent 
plates are fitted, and decimal 

currency is used, so a date of 1967 or later is indicated. 

Two more views of 3GN, from the George 
Banks Collection, courtesy of Doug Banks; 
left with its Thrupp & Maberly ex Humber 
coachwork, and on the right the original 
Johnson & Smith. 
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Fuel Gauges, by Eddie Riddle

There are three common types of petrol gauge systems used on 
most English cars manufactured since the early Thirties. The 
exceptions are some Fords and all General Motors.
Method	 one consists of a dash unit made up of two identical 
coils affecting a fixed magnet mounted on the same pivots as 
the pointer. The coils are polarized so that without the tank unit 
present, the dash unit will read mid-scale. There are three wires 
running from the dash unit to the tank unit. 
The tank unit consists of a variable resistance whose value is 
altered by an arm attached to a float. As the fuel level in the tank 
alters so does the value of the variable resistance.
Method	 two consists of a dash unit made up of two identical 
coils affecting a fixed magnet mounted on the same pivots as 
the pointer. The coils are polarized so that without the tank unit 
present, the dash unit will read either full scale or empty. There is 
one wire connecting the tank unit to the dash unit. 
 This is the method used by Smiths and Jaeger instruments, and 
appeared about 1938.
The tank unit consists of a variable resistance whose value is 
altered by an arm attached to a float. As the fuel level in the tank 
alters so does the value of the variable resistance.
Method	three is where a bi-metallic strip is wound with a heating 
coil. A pointer is attached to one end of the bi-metallic strip. As 
current passes through the coil it heats the bi-metallic strip causing 
it to bend thus moving the pointer. The amount of current flowing 
in the coil is controlled by the value of the variable resistance in 
the tank unit. This method is used in later model English vehicles, 
typically later than about 1970.

Methods one and two suffer from the problems of tank shape 
and the slope of the ground on which the vehicle is resting. Both 
methods give instant readings, but their accuracy is suspect unless 
the vehicle is sitting on level ground. The problem of tank shape 
still remains.

Method three overcomes the problem of the slope of the ground 
on which the vehicle is resting. The reading is not instantaneous 
as in methods one and two, as it takes several seconds for the dash 
unit to respond to the changed resistance of the tank unit.

Regardless of which method is used, the tendency has gone 
from expressing the dash display in gallons, through to E, ¼, ½, 
¾, F, to merely giving markers on the scale with no unit value 
indicated.
Servicing	Notes
Method	1  The total value of the resistance in the tank unit is about 
96Ω. When the dash unit reads empty, the resistance between the 
moving contact and the right hand side of the resistance is about 
2-3Ω When the dash unit reads full, the resistance between the 
moving contact and the right hand side of the resistance is about 
93Ω.  Note that the entire resistance range is not used.
Setting	the	tank	unit	limits	
Remove the float and arm assembly by withdrawing the arm’s 
pivot bolt.

Move the wiper arm towards the right-hand end of the 
resistance (when viewed from the top of the unit) until the dash 
unit reads empty. Accurately mark this position in relation to the 
pinion and the frame.

Move the wiper arm towards the left-hand end of the 
resistance until the dash unit reads full. Accurately mark this 
position in relation to the pinion and the frame.
Replace the arm and float assembly so that the arm at its 

highest position is up against the frame. Check that the dash unit 
still reads full. It may not be possible to get the dash unit to read 
exactly on the full mark by altering the meshing of the two gears. 
You need to select the mesh point, which is closest to the full 
mark. The final correction is made by bending the stop end of the 
arm very slightly. This is not an alternative to getting the meshing 
of the gears correct. The centre line of the float should be in line 
with the bottom of the tank unit mounting face.

Instrument panels; on the left is the new Bentley Mulsanne, while on the 

right in Barrie Gillings’s photograph is AX201.

Measure accurately, the depth of the tank at the tank unit 
mounting. In my case an 18-gallon tank gave a reading of 11.5”. 
Move the float arm to the position marked previously where the 
dash unit read empty. The dimension from the bottom of the 
float to the mounting face of the tank unit should be no greater 
than 11.5” Mine came up at 11”. If you find that the dimension is 
greater than 11.5” then the float arm is too long for the tank. You 
can not correct the problem by bending the float arm, as this will 
affect the full reading. 

To finally check the calibration it is easiest to start with the 
tank empty. Add 1.5 gallons to the tank and the dash unit should 
just be clear of the empty mark. Now add measured amounts of 
fuel and check the accuracy of the calibration.  Remember that 
the fuel gauge is an indication of the fuel in the tank not an exact 
measurement.
Method	2		One coil of the dash unit is connected across the 12volt 
supply. The control coil is fed with 12volts to one and the other 
end is connected to the tank unit. It is possible to move the position 
of both of these coils in order to get the calibration correct. Unless 
you have had experience in doing this I would suggest you leave 
well alone. They are normally set correctly at the factory.

The tank unit works in a similar manner to that described in 
Method 1. The main difference is that the resistor is now a linear 
device rather than the radial type used in method 1. Its value is 
73Ω for a 12volt system. This resistor is made of extremely fine 
wire and is easily damaged.

Start by grounding the wire from the dash unit, the gauge 
should read empty. If it doesn’t then there is a wiring fault between 
the tank and dash units. Now open circuit the tank unit wire, the 
gauge should read full scale, i.e. beyond the full mark.
CAUTION
Do not use test lamps on the tank unit wire. The maximum current 
that can be handled by the dash unit is about 150mA. The result is 
a puff of smoke from the dash unit and a visit to the parts supplier 
for a new dash unit if you exceed this value.

Connect the tank unit wire, and ground the frame of the tank 
unit. Move the float arm to each maximum position and check the 
dash gauge reading. The empty position may be altered by bending 
the float arm wire where it touches the frame. The full position is 
not so easy to adjust, as this involves shifting the position of the 
control coil in the dash unit.
The same comments regarding the depth of the tank as outlined in 
method 1 apply.

All method 2 type dash and tank units are the same. The only 
difference is in the dash face (the original one can easily be fitted to 
the new unit) and the length of the float arm. This is easily altered 
to suit by adjusting the length of the arm. A 6 volt system requires 
a different dash unit and a tank unit with a resistance of 57Ω.

A fuel gauge which consistently reads empty indicates a short 
to ground of the tank unit wire or a float that has a hole in it. The 
floats are made from either from steel tube or cork.
The cork floats are soaked in varnish to make them fuel proof. The 
metal floats commonly rust through on the bottom surface. Repair 
this by soldering a patch over the hole or simply replace with 
another float, or use some large corks. The size is not important so 
long as the float is buoyant about the centre line of the float.
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The Bentley Auckland site began life as P Coutts & Co Ltd, established in 
1947 by Percy Elrick Coutts and located at what is now known as 150 Great 
North Road, Grey Lynn. Coutts imported the Daimler, Bristol and Borgward 
cars, together with Lambretta motor scooters. Following his death in 1960 
(tragically while riding a motor scooter), Alan Pascoe, owner of an adjacent 
dealership, became the manager.  

By the time Colin Giltrap bought into the dealership in 1971, it 
offered a number of franchises including Daimler and NSU (which later 
became DKW and eventually Audi). Others were subsequently added, 
including Triumph and Rover at a time when the Japanese cars were yet to 
dominate the market. Daimler later evolved into Jaguar in the 1960s, and in 
the late 1970s and early 1980s the dealership picked up Ferrari, Fiat, Lancia, 
Suzuki & Porsche. The retail side of the BMW business was acquired in 1984-
85 but relinquished in 1990 in favour of the far more lucrative Mercedes-
Benz franchise. It was in the early 1990s that Rolls-Royce cars first appeared 
at Coutts Cars with a range that included the Silver Spur, and Silver Spirit 
vehicles.

In Oct 1995 Coutts shifted to 2 Great South Road, Newmarket 
(formerly the site of Motor Corp.), and for some time the site at 150 Great 
North Road lay vacant, until the VW and Audi franchises relocated there 
from Giltrap Prestige at 101 Great North Road, along with Hyundai, Bentley, 
Rolls-Royce and Porsche. There they happily co-existed in such a way that 

would never have been possible in a larger car market, 
while the remaining brands moved on due to either 
relocation or corporate takeovers.

In 2002 the Giltrap Prestige dealership shifted 
to 100 Great North Road with the VW, Porsche and 
Audi brands where they are today, and in 2003 the 150 
Great North Road site was redeveloped to accommodate 
the Aston Martin, Bentley and Lamborghini brands – 
Rolls-Royce having been sold to BMW. 

Sadly, the grand old showroom at 150 Great 
North Road – the first prestige dealership in Auckland 
– has been demolished, and construction has already 
begun on a new Audi showroom.  And what has become 
of Bentley? You can still see the finest examples of this 
marque in the luxuriously appointed showroom, just a 
block away from its former home, at 120 Great North 
Road, Grey Lynn.

A History of the Bentley Auckland Site, by Natalie MacGregor

The new Bentley Auckland dealership

A fine Continental GT takes pride of place in the new showroom

(Right) Seating Area - A welcoming area for 
discussing Bentley specifications

A classic piece of signage exposed from under the cladding

The old Bentley showroom comes down
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Call me any time from 7.00 am to 11.00 pm 
Roy Tilley  (NZRR&BC Technical Liaison Officer)

204A Waiwhetu Rd, Lower Hutt.  Ph 04.566.0850.  E-mail rmt@xtra.co.nz   www.royscars.co.nz

R-R Motors Ltd Workshop Manual for Cloud 1/Bentley S in loose-leaf 
binder, old and dog-eared but believed to be complete.   ......... $100
Driver’s Handbooks:
Bentley S type no. XVI ...............................................................  $75
Silver Shadow, first edition, TSD2204 1965    .......................... $145
RR and B Corniche TSD2885 from c/n CRH13984 (saloon)
and DRH13861 (convertible) (mid 1972 ex works) ................... $145
Silver Shadow II/Bentley T2 TSD4209 1980............................ $145
Bentley Brooklands 1993. Brand new, but no slip case. 
Bentley Motors publication UB87880 .....................................$320                                    
Van den Plas 4-litre R Brand new ............................................... $40
Rolls-Royce in the Twenties, a very old reprint of Autocar road  
tests etc ....................................................................................$20
Haynes Rolls-Royce Maintenance Manual 1925-1939 .............. $35
Rolls-Royce and Bentley, Exeter Books ...................................... $10
Rolls-Royce Silver Shadow, by John Bolster. Osprey Books ......... $30

SHADOW PARTS NZSHADOW PARTS NZ
SuPPLiERS Of gENuiNE ROLLS-ROyCE ANd BENTLEy 
PARTS, BOOkS, mAgAZiNES ANd BROCHuRES

Rolls-Royce by George Bishop ................................................... $20
Rolls-Royce Heritage.  Osprey book by Richard Bird ................... $30
Great Marques, Rolls-Royce, by Jonathan Wood ......................... $15
Motor Odyseé (in French) 1988, RR hard-covered, marketing 
publication. .............................................................................. $15
Great Marques, Mercedes-Benz by Roger Bell ........................... $15
The Classic Mercedes-Benz by Phil Drackett .............................. $15
Riley Maintenance Manual, 1930 – 1956 S V Haddleton ........... $35
Workshop Manual van den Plas 4 litre R .................................... $50

We also have a large stock of RREC and RROC technical manuals on the  
Silver Cloud & the Silver Shadow, as well as many pre-2000 RR-related 
magazines including RREC Bulletin, RROC Flying Lady, RROCA Praeclarum  
and London & Derby and the NZRR&BC magazine.  
For full details see our website www.royscars.co.nz  

76 Wilson Street • PO Box 305 • Wanganui
Ph: 06 345 3145 • Fax: 06 345 3144

email: h.a@haprint.com • www.haprint.com

The most advanced full colour printing 
and digital equipment in the region.

creating the perfect impression

&

See us for all your printing requirements

• Logo Design • Business Cards • Letterhead • Brochures 

• Calendars • Newsletters • Corporate Reports 

• Magazines • Labels • Booklets • Invoice Books 

• Special Occasion Stationery • Laminating 

• Flyers • Mail Merges • Wire & Plastic Binding 

• Desk Pads • Digital Printing • Text Scanning 

• Periodicals • Wide Format Posters 

and much more . . .  
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FOR SALE: $50 each, 3 used steel wheels for Silver Spirit 1981 until? All to be collected from my house in Queenspark. 
Mark Wolk, 172 Royal Park Drive, Queenspark, Christchurch 8083 03-383 7035 021-990 997 wmark@markwolk.com

FOR SALE: 1973 Rolls-Royce Silver Shadow 1 in tidy condition approximately 60,000 miles. 1 owner in Britain, 1 owner New 
Zealand.  Original black paint, Everflex roof, sun-roof, Warrant of Fitness and current registration DZE 147.  Sensible offer to 
Bill Larsen, 51 Patikura Place, Turangi. (07) 3860 713 or 021 254 7381  

FOR SALE: Bentley R Type 1953 B179TO	NZ New, 
manual gearbox. I have owned this car for over 30 
years. Engine completely rebuilt by Wally Prasad 
from genuine Rolls-Royce parts. All documentation 
available.  Original condition. A very motorable car. 
$48,000.00 John Williams 07 549 1016

FOR SALE: Book Collection as follows:
1. “Twenty Silver Ghosts” by Phil May
2. “Rolls-Royce” by John Heilig & Reg Abbiss
3. “Rolls-Royce Silver Shadow” by John Bolster
4. “The Illustrated Motor Car Legend Rolls-Royce” by Roy Bacon
5. “The classic Rolls-Royce” by G.N. Georgano
6. “Bentley – 50 Years of the Marque” by Johnnie Green
7. “A Pride of Bentleys” by John Adams and Ray Roberts
8. “Rolls-Royce – Seven Decades” by Autocar
9. “Great Marques - Rolls-Royce” by Jonathan Wood
10. “Rolls-Royce Catalogue 1910/1911” by Ferguson Wood
11. Coys of Kensington Catalogue
12. “Rolls-Royce & Bentley Cars 1925 – 1965” by B.M. Adams
Sales Brochures of:
1. 1905 – The New All-British Motor Car RR, C.S. Rolls, 14-15 Conduit St
2. Rolls-Royce Phantom III at World Fair 1940 New York
3. Bentley Mark VI Full Range 1947
4. Rolls-Royce Silver Wraith 1947
5. Rolls-Royce Silver Cloud II
6. Rolls-Royce Corniche
7. Bentley Continental “R”
8. Rolls-Royce  Silver Shadow and Silver Spirit
9. Rolls-Royce Silver Wraith II
Note: All as new.  Offers to Roger T. Lloyd, phone (04) 4772 527

FOR SALE: Early to mid-‘30s Close-Coupled 4 seat 2 door saloon Martin & King coachwork.
Dismantled but sound and complete with all fittings, glass, green leather, guards etc.  Originally on 
Rolls-Royce 20/25; would suit and fit other chassis. Photos I have show the body on a 20, ‘though it 
was built for a 20/25.  Body was removed from the 20 for replacement with a replica of the original 
tourer but that chassis was destroyed in a wool-shed fire. Fortunately, the saloon coachwork was 

stored elsewhere. For an indication of style, check the James Young body on GKT40 in Dalton’s Those Elegant Rolls-Royce 
p254, except that on the James Young body the rear wings have a longer trail and the boot a longer more elegant line.  The 
Martin and King body has a lower cabin and waist line, and shallower windscreen, and is quite pretty.  Enquiries and further 
details from Alan Bryce (03) 215 6383.
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9B Beatrice Tinsley Crescent, Albany, Auckland
phone/fax: 09 414 1971  mob: 021 643 030  a/h: 09 444 3030

We specialise in the maintenance and care of Rolls-Royce and Bentley Motor Cars: servicing, repairs, overhauls and full restoration of Rolls-
Royce and Bentley motor vehicles.  Our Albany, North Shore workshop is fully equipped to carry out all mechanical, hydraulic, fault finding 

and electrical work. Restoration work can be carried out on all exterior and interior surfaces and leather work.  Our experienced staff will work 
on your vehicle with meticulous care and attention to detail. 

New & Secondhand Rolls-Royce and Bentley Parts  •  Motor Car Sales  •  Stockists of AutoGlym Car Care Products

Customers & Visitors are always welcome.  Friendly Advice Available.

COLGRAY MOTORS                                             Rolls Royce & Bentley Specialists

colin@colgray.com                              www.colgray.com

THE REAL CAR COMPANY - North Wales
Specialists in Rolls-Royce and Bentley Motorcars, 1920 to 1970s.

Around 30 to 40 cars in stock, ranging from restoration projects to concours.
We are always looking to buy similar vehicles, especially pre 1950.
Highly experienced in the Ocean Shipping of these important cars.

Web:      www.realcar.co.uk   Phone:    0044 1248 602649
Please contact Bernie Snalam for further information.
e-mail: 		 bernie_snalam@hotmail.com



Red label with  

DVD, CD & am/fm etc 

 

Trade in and competitive finance  available.  We also have over 100 more top quality vehicles, from luxury downwards

    MAJESTIC MOTORS LTD MAJESTIC MOTORS LTD MAJESTIC MOTORS LTD R.M.V.TR.M.V.TR.M.V.T 
www.majesticmotors.co.nz          email:      www.majesticmotors.co.nz          email:      buyacar@majesticmotors.co.nz buyacar@majesticmotors.co.nz   

Cnrs Dixon & Harlequin Streets  
Masterton 

  Ian Hoggard :Ian Hoggard :Ian Hoggard :06 377 003906 377 003906 377 0039,  ,  ,  0800 104 103  0800 104 103  0800 104 103     ,  ,  ,  after after after hourhourhoursss      0274 75 27 13  0274 75 27 13  0274 75 27 13   





The best open top  
motoring  

you can get. 



































 
1997   Rolls  Royce  

Silver Spur , 
Low pressure Turbo 

Last of this series with very 

low mileage in exceptional 

condition plus many special 

features 
 



Red label with  

DVD, CD & am/fm 
etc 
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Bentley Continental Flying Spur, 2005
Diamond Black, satellite navigation, TV, Bluetooth, optional twin 
electrically adjustable rear seats with full length veneered centre 
console in Burr walnut. 20” 7-spoke alloy wheels, 35,000 kms, $199,990.

 

 
 
 

BENTLEY AUCKLAND 
 

SERVICE ⋅ PARTS ⋅ ACCESSORIES 
 

 
Factory trained technicians 

All genuine parts 

Right first time guarantee 

Loan cars available on booking 
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Bentley Continental Flying Spur, 2005 
Diamond Black, satellite navigation, TV, Bluetooth, optional 
twin electrically adjustable rear seats with full length veneered 
centre console in Burr Walnut. 20" 7-spoke alloy wheels, 
35,000 kms, $199,990. 

Bentley Brooklands, 2008
Burgundy, diamond quilted seats in Autumn Hide, Burr walnut 
veneer, optional Mulliner gear lever, drilled pedals, reversing 
camera, one of only 2 Brooklands sold in New Zealand, 4,000 
kms, $590,000. 

Bentley Continental GT Diamond Anniversary, 2005
Celebrating 60 years of manufacturing  cars at Crewe, highly 
optioned including Mulliner gear lever, drilled pedals, diamond 
quilted seats in Beluga Black, ceramic brakes, 20” 7-spoke 
alloy wheels, 13,000 kms, $279,990. 

Bentley Arnage R, 2006
Peacock Blue, Magnolia hide, dark stained Burr walnut veneer, 
optional wood / hide steering wheel, sold and serviced from 
new in New Zealand. This facelift twin headlight Bentley is like 
new, 10,000 kms, $299,990. 

 

 
 

BENTLEY AUCKLAND 
 

150 Great North Road, Grey Lynn, Auckland 1021. 
PH: 0508 BENTLEY 

 
sales@iprestige.co.nz 

www.bentleyauckland.com 

Bentley Continental GT Convertible, 2007, 
Dark Sapphire, Hot Spur Hide interior, 17,900 kms, $275,000

Bentley Continental GT Coupe, 2006, 
Silver Tempest, Beluga Black interior, 28,000 kms, $225,000

Bentley Continental GT Speed, 2008, 
Diamond Black, Beluga Hide interior, 17,000 kms, $299,990

 

 
 
 

BENTLEY AUCKLAND 
 

SERVICE ⋅ PARTS ⋅ ACCESSORIES 
 

 
Factory trained technicians 

All genuine parts 

Right first time guarantee 

Loan cars available on booking 
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Bentley Continental Flying Spur, 2005 
Diamond Black, satellite navigation, TV, Bluetooth, optional 
twin electrically adjustable rear seats with full length veneered 
centre console in Burr Walnut. 20" 7-spoke alloy wheels, 
35,000 kms, $199,990. 

Bentley Brooklands, 2008
Burgundy, diamond quilted seats in Autumn Hide, Burr walnut 
veneer, optional Mulliner gear lever, drilled pedals, reversing 
camera, one of only 2 Brooklands sold in New Zealand, 4,000 
kms, $590,000. 

Bentley Continental GT Diamond Anniversary, 2005
Celebrating 60 years of manufacturing  cars at Crewe, highly 
optioned including Mulliner gear lever, drilled pedals, diamond 
quilted seats in Beluga Black, ceramic brakes, 20” 7-spoke 
alloy wheels, 13,000 kms, $279,990. 

Bentley Arnage R, 2006
Peacock Blue, Magnolia hide, dark stained Burr walnut veneer, 
optional wood / hide steering wheel, sold and serviced from 
new in New Zealand. This facelift twin headlight Bentley is like 
new, 10,000 kms, $299,990. 

 

 
 

BENTLEY AUCKLAND 
 

150 Great North Road, Grey Lynn, Auckland 1021. 
PH: 0508 BENTLEY 

 
sales@iprestige.co.nz 

www.bentleyauckland.com 
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All genuine parts 

Right first time guarantee 
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Bentley Continental Flying Spur, 2005 
Diamond Black, satellite navigation, TV, Bluetooth, optional 
twin electrically adjustable rear seats with full length veneered 
centre console in Burr Walnut. 20" 7-spoke alloy wheels, 
35,000 kms, $199,990. 

Bentley Brooklands, 2008
Burgundy, diamond quilted seats in Autumn Hide, Burr walnut 
veneer, optional Mulliner gear lever, drilled pedals, reversing 
camera, one of only 2 Brooklands sold in New Zealand, 4,000 
kms, $590,000. 

Bentley Continental GT Diamond Anniversary, 2005
Celebrating 60 years of manufacturing  cars at Crewe, highly 
optioned including Mulliner gear lever, drilled pedals, diamond 
quilted seats in Beluga Black, ceramic brakes, 20” 7-spoke 
alloy wheels, 13,000 kms, $279,990. 

Bentley Arnage R, 2006
Peacock Blue, Magnolia hide, dark stained Burr walnut veneer, 
optional wood / hide steering wheel, sold and serviced from 
new in New Zealand. This facelift twin headlight Bentley is like 
new, 10,000 kms, $299,990. 

 

 
 

BENTLEY AUCKLAND 
 

150 Great North Road, Grey Lynn, Auckland 1021. 
PH: 0508 BENTLEY 

 
sales@iprestige.co.nz 

www.bentleyauckland.com 

Factory trained technicians

Right first time guarantee

Loan cars available on booking 

All genuine parts with 3 year manufacturers warranty when fitted at Bentley Auckland

 

 
 
 

BENTLEY AUCKLAND 
 

SERVICE ⋅ PARTS ⋅ ACCESSORIES 
 

 
Factory trained technicians 

All genuine parts 

Right first time guarantee 

Loan cars available on booking 
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Bentley Continental Flying Spur, 2005 
Diamond Black, satellite navigation, TV, Bluetooth, optional 
twin electrically adjustable rear seats with full length veneered 
centre console in Burr Walnut. 20" 7-spoke alloy wheels, 
35,000 kms, $199,990. 

Bentley Brooklands, 2008
Burgundy, diamond quilted seats in Autumn Hide, Burr walnut 
veneer, optional Mulliner gear lever, drilled pedals, reversing 
camera, one of only 2 Brooklands sold in New Zealand, 4,000 
kms, $590,000. 

Bentley Continental GT Diamond Anniversary, 2005
Celebrating 60 years of manufacturing  cars at Crewe, highly 
optioned including Mulliner gear lever, drilled pedals, diamond 
quilted seats in Beluga Black, ceramic brakes, 20” 7-spoke 
alloy wheels, 13,000 kms, $279,990. 

Bentley Arnage R, 2006
Peacock Blue, Magnolia hide, dark stained Burr walnut veneer, 
optional wood / hide steering wheel, sold and serviced from 
new in New Zealand. This facelift twin headlight Bentley is like 
new, 10,000 kms, $299,990. 

 

 
 

BENTLEY AUCKLAND 
 

150 Great North Road, Grey Lynn, Auckland 1021. 
PH: 0508 BENTLEY 

 
sales@iprestige.co.nz 

www.bentleyauckland.com 


